
WUHAN-GATES – 12. MI6 British Intelligence former Head: “SARS-2 Built in Bio-
Lab”. Pics and Proofs of HIV Test

Description

The SIS official accuses China in a partial “false-flag” because hides the role of the EU and the US

by Fabio Giuseppe Carlo Carisio for VT Italy

VERSIONE ORIGINALE IN ITALIANO

Finally. Exactly four months after the first Gospa News reportage that previewed the theories on Covid-
19 created in the laboratory, for a vaccine or a bacteriological weapon, even an authoritative
intelligence official fo NATO area confirms the focal point of the 21 Gospa News reportages.

«Sir Richard Dearlove, former head of the British SIS Secret Intelligence Service (MI6), told the
Telegraph’s Planet Normal podcast that a scientific report published this week by a Norwegian-British
research team suggests that the COVID-19 pandemic is the result of the “escape” of the virus from a
laboratory in China» SputnikNews writes in the more detailed article on the topic that bounced from the
Telegraph on Daily Mail and Independent and then on many British and Italian media.

According to the new “important” report cited by Sir Dearlove, clues have been discovered within the
genetic sequence of the virus, which seems to suggest that its key elements were created by man and
“inserted” inside it, writes the newspaper from London.

With fairly generic references, it confirms what Gospa News anticipated on April 14 in the WuhanGates 
2 investigation when we reported the revolutionary research of a group of Indian scientists from the
Kuzuma School of Biological Scienses who first discovered the HIV sequences inserted in the SARS 2
virus.

Their study, published on February 1, was immediately withdrawn because «they were forced to 
retract» according to the famous French virologist Luc Montagnier, winner of the Nobel Prize for
Medicine, who not only confirmed the validity of scientific research in New Delhi but added multiple
other details in his study and interviews.
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Sir Richard Dearlove, former head

of the British SIS Secret Intelligence Service (MI6)

Today, with even suspect delay, the former MI6 executive (British counter-espionage for foreign
affairs), reiterates similar things more generically but points the finger only at China although it is
known to the entire international scientific community that the experiments of “splicing” genetic ”and
other bioengineering techniques for creating recombinant viruses, very dangerous because they can
be enhanced in a dual-use, for vaccine or bio-weapon.

In them one pathogen is associated with another as in the risky experiments that were carried out in
Wuhan on the CoronaVirus strains of horseshoe bats thanks to funding from the European
Commission before (EPISARS project revealed in our WuhanGates 9 investigation) and USAID, the 
American government agency used by the Central Intelligence Agencythen.

«I think this started as an accident … Raise the problem, if China ever admits responsibility, will it pay
for repairs? I think this will make every country in the world rethink how it sets up its relations with
China and how the international community will behave towards Chinese leadership» said Sir Richard
Dearlove, who was head of MI6 between 1999 and 2004.

The statement by the former SIS official not only is very general and ignores the authoritative previous
studies but seems oriented to identify Beijing as a scapegoat in a partial “false-flag”. It should not be
forgotten that he was directing Her Majesty’s 007 which are part of the USUKA intelligence agreement
between the Anglo-Saxon countries called in journalistic and espionage jargon Five Eyes (USA, United
Kingdom, Australia, Canada and New Zealand). And as we show in previous post Australia also 
financed the tests SARS-HIV.

Montagnier, while supporting the same theory about the virus built in the laboratory, specified that it
was “a business between China and the USA” as confirmed in multiple reports from Gospa News but 
also from Veterans Today. It was the American site of gepolitics and military intelligence (with which I
collaborate) that first revealed the truth about the supervirus ended in a service of the Leonardo-TG3
Italian RAI TV transmission.

It was not made in China but in Chapel Hill in the laboratories of the University of North Carolina, but
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using samples of a CoronaVirs strain called WIV 1 and HIV plasmids built by the Wuhan Institute of
Virology to infect it and test enzyme reactions. to the enzyme ACE2 of the protein S Spike: the one that
allows the killer pathogen to attack human cells.

«While denying allegations in Beijing of intentionally releasing the virus, in the interview Dearlove
accuses China of subsequently covering the scale of the epidemic» adds SputnikNews.

«Of course, the Chinese must have thought “If we are to suffer a pandemic, perhaps we should not try
too hard to warn our competitors, so to speak, that they will suffer from the same disadvantages that
we have”» said the ex-MI6 chief. Previously, the Chinese ambassador to the UK Liu Xiaoming said that
Beijing would welcome an international investigation into the origins of the pandemic, insisting that his
country has nothing to hide.

Sir Dearlove’s revelations are based on new peer-review research entitled “A reconstructed historical
etiology of the SARS-CoV-2 epidemic “, led by Professor Angus Dalgleish of St. George’s Hospital at
the University of London and the Norwegian virologist Birger Sorensen in which it is said that «SARS-
CoV-2 differs considerably from any other Sars virus previously studied and, therefore, it is doubtful
whether efforts to develop a vaccine will be successful».

The analysis carried out by Professor Dalgleish and his colleagues says that the virus has “unique
fingerprints”, “indicative of intentional manipulation”, thus questioning the theory that coronavirus
evolved naturally. “Research suggests that COVID-19 is a “virus that is remarkably well adapted for
human coexistence, “and was probably designed through a Wuhan laboratory experiment to develop
“high potency chimeric viruses”.

They are the exact same things written with multiple minution technical descriptions in his study by the
French professor Pierre Bricage, former director of the Department of Biological Engineering of the
University of Pau, in the Pyrenees Atlantiques, a former speaker of NATO.

As anticipated in a worldwide exclusive by Gospa News in WuhanGates 8, the bio-engineer Bricage, 
expert in molecular genetics, highlighted the sequences of inerts of the HIV-1 virus in SARS-CoV-2
and the methods used for genetic manipulation but has also pointed the finger at the delicate
experiments conducted by the Canadian National Microbiology Laboratory (NML) of Winnipeg also with 
the DTRA funds, the USA Defense Threat Reduction Agency of the Department of Defense (Pentagon)
which directly manages 25 other laboratories suspected of occult bacteriological weapons experiments.

The French professor highlighted the research of the Chinese scientist Xianggou Qiu by pointing out
that she had ended up under investigation for suspected espionage, which she conducted together
with the famous Canadian professor Frank Plummer who spent a lifetime looking for vaccines against
HIV and SARS.

But Bricage in his study did not want to highlight that Plummer died of a sudden collapse in mysterious
circumstances while he was in Kenya a few days after confirming the outbreak of the Wuhan epidemic.

This is why the claims of sri Dearlowe are certainly important because they confirm that the entire
scientific community has lied knowing full well of the existence of research on recombinant SARS with
inserts of HIV but also of Ebola (quoted in WuhanGates 9).
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This is why the declarations of the head of British intelligence must be taken with caution regarding the
responsibilities of China because today that 15 scientists in 5 studies claim that the virus was born in
the laboratory it is convenient to find a scapegoat as soon as possible and to distract attention from the
alleged international conspiracy of the Deep States of various nations of which we have revealed many
connections and plots in 21 reports.

The summaries of all the WuhanGates reports below in chronological order.

COVID19 BIO-WEAPON – 10. THE PLOT: FROM CIA TO THE NEW WORLD ORDER

It is not a conspiracy title but conspiracy-logo: that is, the study of a conspiracy, all too evident for the
increasingly well-founded suspicion that the new strain of CoronaVirus is a bacteriological weapon
hand-sucked or intentionally released. In the first reports of this first cycle of investigations, American
biological warfare experts supported him: former White House consultant Francis Boyle and Jeff 
Brown, founder with other journalists and international authors of the Bioweapon Truth Commission.
So it was the Chinese Communist Party that accused the US after some scientists from their country
discovered the different lethality of two CoVid-19 strains with four very killer Spike amino acids of the
“killer” protein.

This brought to mind the investigations of the Bulgarian investigative journalist Dilyana Gaytandzhieva 
on the 25 top secret laboratories of the Pentagon (US State Department) opened mainly in Georgia 
and Ukraine, after the colored revolutions supported by the globalist plutarch George Soros, where 
studies on bacteriological weapons are also carried out biogenetic and ethnic.

Among the most suspicious superviruses, however, there is the chimeric SHC014 created in Chapel 
Hill in 2015 in the biosecurity laboratories of the University of North Carolina thanks to a contribution 
from USAID, the American government agency used by the Central Intelligence Agency to finance its
projects. . It is the supervirus that the Leonardo RAI3 scientific transmission also spoke about.

At the time she was deputy director of the CIA was the lawyer Avril Haines, longtime Dem former 
consultant to Joe Biden in Congress, expert on bio-weapons of the NTI (private institution of
Democratic area), who in the same year was called by the former president Democrat Barack Obama, 
supported in the election campaigns by super-donors Gates and Soros, to become deputy White 
House National Security Advisor until the arrival of Donald Trump.

She was one of the organizers of Event 201, funded by Gates, in collaboration with the John Hopkins
Center of Health Security. John Brennan, her head at the CIA, one of the alleged directors of the fake
RussiaGate dossier against Trump, is also a Senior Fellow for JH University, among those 
who publicly praised the existence of the Deep State on the occasion of the UkraineineGate. However,
the reference of the lawyer Haines to the need for a World Order at a conference in 2018 in which he 
prophesied the pandemic like Gates was sensational.

WUHANGATE – 1- THE SAUDI SPONSORS OF GSK VACCINATIONS IN THE WORLD

Why be surprised then if it turns out that John Hopkins University, together with Columbia University
where Haines is a researcher, are among the authoritative partners of the NGO EcoHealthAlliance
(EHA) of New York that funded the international project PREDICT 2 with the aforementioned USAID
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(CIA) launched in 2009 by the Obama administration?

Other EHA supporters also include Chinese and Saudi universities. In 2014 the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia joined the USA in the VPDs vaccine immunization action package (vaccine-preventable
diseases) launched in 2014 by the Global Health Security Agenda (GHSA), a partnership between 67
nations of the world to accelerate specific plans of the World Health Organization. Obama, together
with former Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi, former secretary of the Democratic Party, has
therefore identified Italy as a pilot project for the 10 mandatory vaccines for all school-age children.

After the resistance of Parliament, the plan became law with the new PD government of Paolo
Gentiloni in 2017 giving way to an increase in the vaccine production of GlaxoSmithKline,
pharmaceutical leader in the world and despite a tremendous precedent for a bribe of the SmithKline
paid to the Minister of Healthcare Francesco De Lorenzo in the 90s.

In 2017, as if it were to honor a debt of gratitude, GSK plc in London increased its stake in the Saudi
Arabia branch Glaxo from 49% to 75% with good profits for the Arab governmental members of Banaja
KSA Holding. This was done under the leadership of the new CEO Emma Walmsley, non-executive 
director of Microsoft Corporation as discovered by Gospa News.

WUHAN-GATES – 2. TRACKS OF HIV IN THE CORONAVIRUS

Up to now there are normal crap of international political-economic trafficking for the “good health” of
the children to be bombed with 10 vaccines, including the dangerous hexavalant, so as to provoke the
vibrant protests of many Italian pediatricians. But the yellow of the pandemic becomes a thriller when
we trace the disturbing results highlighted by some Indian researchers in the analysis of the SARS-Cov-
2 virus, so called because it is a genetic relative of the Acute Severe Respiratory Syndrome that killed
814 people in Asia in 2003.

There would be inserts from HIV, the AIDS pathogen. According to the Kusuma School of Biological
Sciences of the Indian Institute of Technology Delhi (IIT Delhi), the virus was most likely built in the
laboratory. This sensational news appears and disappears from the scientific community within 24
hours because the research is mysteriously withdrawn.

WUHAN-GATES – 3. THE WINNER OF NOBEL: “HIV IN SARS-COV-2”

The scoop of Gospa News proves to be well founded. By a miraculous coincidence two days after the
distinguished French virologist Luc Montagnier, winner of the Nobel Prize for Medicine in 2008
precisely for discovering human immunodeficiency related to HIV and for having isolated two strains in
the 80s, not only confirms the study Indian but claims to have come to the same conclusions with the
help of biomathematician Jean-Claude Perez and therefore to have the certainty that SARS-CoV-2
was built in the laboratory with molecular biology.

His interview with the microphones of the French podcast of medicine “Pourquoi Docteur” pierces the
veil of silence but this is not enough to induce repentance to his colleagues, who are even deniers of
the hypothesis of the articular virus they are competing against, with the mainstream media, to
discredit Montagnier.
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WUHAN-GATE – 4. “THE HANDLED VIRUS WITH HIV: USA-CHINA AFFAIR”

The Nobel Prize winner, first teacher at the Pasteur Institute in Paris today at the Jiao Tong University
of Shanghai, remains rock-hard on his positions and increases the dose with a twenty-minute interview
on French TV CNEWS. He defends the Indian biologists claiming that they have been “forced to
retract” and goes into the details of his scientific research by reiterating that “the virus is not natural”.

Luc Montagnier adds a phrase that becomes a track for our investigations: «The United States is
aware. They funded part of the research done in Wuhan’s labs and this is published. So it’s not just a
Chinese affair. ” It’s so true! As ascertained by Gospa News, the laboratory of the Wuhan Institute of
Virology is a partner of the PREDICT 2-USAID project wanted by Obama and on which the shadow of
the CIA hovers

We therefore discover that there are two superviruses created in Wuhan and reworked in the USA. So,
thanks to the notes of the same studies published on the Pnas website (US Prot. National Academy of 
Science), there is an implicit confirmation of what the French virologist asserts. These «pseudotype
experiments were similar to those that used an HIV-based pseudovirus, prepared as previously
described and tested on HeLa (Wuhan Institute of Virology) cells that expressed ACE2 orthologists».
Whoever denies even the possibility of the virus built in the laboratory lies knowing that they are lying!!!

WUHAN-GATES – 5. THE AFFAIRS FOR THE BIG-PHARMA PENTAGON’S PARTNER

Among the drugs used to treat CoVid-19 infection there are retrovirals used against AIDS. Among
these, the most widespread in the world that seems tailor-made for the new CoronaVirus strain of the
pandemic, is that of the American big-pharma GILEAD Remdisivir. That’s a Pentagon partner in
mysterious and lethal experiments in Georgia whose, for a certain period, chaired by a politician from
the Deep State even feared by Henry Kissinger, the historic American Secretary of State.

He is Donald Henry Rumsfeld twice Secretary of the Defense Department in Washington. The drug
Remdisivir from GILEAD allows the company to make a significant leap on world stock exchanges in
just two months because it becomes one of the most tested in the world. Who is the first to patent its
use? Just Wuhan’s laboratory! Who is among the shareholders of the American pharmaceutical
corporation: one of the main donors of the Stars and Stripes Democratic Party: George Soros. The
political-financial-pharmaceutical thriller becomes a horror nightmare …

WUHAN-GATES – 6. ITALIAN AND FRENCH ATHLETES INFECTED IN WUHAN

At the World Military Games held in Wuhan in mid-October 2019, many athletes fell ill with a powerful
and anomalous influence from which it is difficult to heal. The French pentathlete Elodie Clouvel
declares this to the television station Loire7, the Italian swordsman Matteo Tagliariol, Treviso fencing
champion and Olympic gold champion in Beijing 2008, confirms it to local newspapers.

The suspicions that have been around for months become almost certain: the epidemic spread to
Wuhan, and perhaps elsewhere, well before December. For some it was scattered in China by US
soldiers, Intel sources claim with nano-drones thanks to CIA infiltrators, for others it was the Chinese
who infected the foreigners. According to Gospa News, agents from both countries piloted by the Deep
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State and not by their governments have been hidden …

WUHAN-GATES – 7. DANGEROUS TESTS WITH VIRUSES INSIDE US MILITARY BIO-LABS

An extremely confidential file, publicly known but buried in the archives of UNODA, the United Nations
Office for Disarmament Affairs in Geneva, raises suspicions against the USA for the SARS-COV-2
pandemic that exploded in the context of a war biological secret of financial, Masonic, military and
intelligence powers.

Thanks to this OSINT document, recovered by the grace of Divine Providence, we ascertained that
only in the year 2015, during the Barack Obama administration, the Stars and Stripes Government
granted $ 824 million for the study of biological weapons to 28 BLS laboratories of level 2,3 or 4
operating on the national territory. We have viewed many researches wich was just specifically for
various strains of CoronaVirus and some of those extremely dangerous. A shock video from 1952 that 
was declassified reveals the power of the US Navy in biological warfare as early as 1950.

WUHAN-GATES – 8. THE BIO-ENGENEER CONFIRMED THE HIV IN THE SARS-2

Among the various scientific studies published in recent months is that of the French bioengineer
Pierre Bricage, former speaker at UNICEF and NATO. Based on his experience in molecular genetics, 
he confirms the studies of Indians and Perez-Montagnier on the traces of HIV in the SARS-CoV-2 virus
that triggered the pandemic killing more than 300 thousand people.

Impossible to summarize the impressive amount of technical analytical findings therefore we report
only the lapidary sentence written by this scientist in his study: «This virus cannot have emerged
spontaneously from natural mutations and recombinations of wild strains, it is a genetic chimera with
artificial insertions of modified genes , an engineered genome of a coronavirus inside a capsid of a
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)».

WUHAN-GATES – 9. EUROPEAN COMMISSION FINANCED WUHAN ESPERIMENTS

I spent nights reading dozens of bio-chemical scientific studies published in the last 15 years to confirm
the construction of recombinant chimeric viruses in the laboratory with the insertion of HIV sequences
in different SARS viral strains. I discovered a dozen of which 7 in China, including 3 only in Wuhan. It is
the mathematical proof that the scientific community continues to lie knowing that it lies in denying the
existence and probability that SARS-CoV-2 may have been artificially produced and contains amino
acids from the AIDS pathogen.

But in making this discovery, here is the confirmation of an obsessive political plan on the search for
vaccines for viruses that ARE NOT EXISTING yet, started by the European Commission in 2004 after
the SARS epidemic of 2003. It is the EPISARS program launched with a budget of 2 million euros. by
the presidency of Romano Prodi. A portion of that money was destined to finance the dangerous
experiments with the construction of superviruses in the Wuhan laboratory (and in one in Beijing).

WUHAN-GATES – 10. SUSPICIOUS SUMMIT IN EUROPE WITH GATES’ NGOs

The whole world spoke about the famous exercise on a hypothetical pandemic from CoronaVirus
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called Event 201 and held in New York (CoronaVirus BioWeapon report 4) thanks to the financing of
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation a few months before the official discovery of the first cases of
Covid-19.

Instead, only Gospa News reported the news of an equally suspicious summit: the one organized on
12 September 2019 by the European Commission of President Jean-Claude Juncker with 4 NGOs
founded by Gates himself for a global vaccination plan that could also be welcome if was voluntary and
not imposed on the poorest populations.

The issue also becomes suspicious if it is recalled that the founder of Microsoft himself has enormous
interests in the multinational GlaxoSmithKline, owned by the investment funds of the Weapons Lobby
and in companies with Saudi Arabia which financed the immunization plan wanted by President Barack
Obama (of which Gates is one of the main donors) who identified Italy – thanks to a political agreement
between the Democrats of Rome and Washington – as a pilot project for the 10 mandatory vaccines
for school attendance. Thanks to this project GSK has made golden deals that have allowed it to
reinvest in Riad making the Saudis rich …

WUHAN-GATES – 11. DEAD AND SPIES AMONG SARS AND HIV TEST SCIENTISTS

We kept this investigation last because it was the most delicate. And our patience was rewarded. The
mysterious death for a sudden collapse of the Canadian scientist Frank Plummer, former director of the
Canadian National Microbiology Laboratory (NML) of Winnipeg, has been added to the investigation for
alleged espionage of his Chinese colleague Xianggou Qiu, one of the world’s leading experts in
molecular genetics and in biological engineering.

As we deepened their scientific experiments on both the SARS CoronaVirus strain of 2003 and HIV we
discovered that they also came under the lens of Professor Pierre Bricage, the bio-engineer who
minutely identified the traces of inserts of sequences of the virus of the AIDS within the SARS-CoV-2
which triggered the pandemic as reported in the WuhanGates 8 report.

«What more was needed to build a candidate HIV vaccine? Only a humanized supposed harm-less
coronavirus was! Could we not protect ourselves from AIDS while only risking a simple cold? What
could be more dull and benign than a cold?» are the sarcastic questions that Bricage asks giving
surprising and disturbing answers …
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